
An expert on authentic leadership, Kimberly Davis
shares her inspirational message of personal power,
responsibility, and impact with organizations across the
country and teaches leadership programs world-wide;
most notably, her program “OnStage Leadership” which
runs in NYC and Dallas, TX. Clients include: GE, Merck
Animal Health, AT&T, Essiilor, Pepsico, Hill’s Pet
Nutrition, The Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, TGI
Fridays, Southwest Airlines, JCPenney, Wolff Olins,
United Technologies, University of Montana, the
National Kidney Foundation, the Public Relations
Society of America, Turlock Unified School District,
Parkland Hospital, Optical Women's Association,
Results WA and many more.
 
Additionally, Kimberly teaches for Southern
Methodist University’s (SMU) Cox School of Business’s
Executive Education Program's Transformational
Leadership Program and their Latino Leadership
Initiative. She is also privileged to teach for the Bush
Institute’s WE Lead Program (empowering female
leaders from the Middle East).
 
Kimberly is a TEDx speaker and her book, Brave
Leadership: Unleash Your Most Confident, Authentic,
and Powerful Self to Get the Results You Need, is the
2019 winner of the Benjamin Franklin Silver Award for
Business and Career; an Amazon Bestseller; and was
named as the number one book to read in Inc.
Magazine’s “The 12 Most Impactful Books to Read in
2018,” with a cover-endorsement by best-selling author
Daniel Pink.
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If you want your audience to walk away
energized, inspired, and ready to make
an impact, look no further

Kimberly's enthusiasm, energy and

passion was off the charts. I highly

recommend Kimberly if you’re

interested in disrupting the status quo. 

Meet Kimberly

- Pat McHugh, National VP of Sales, Hand2Mind



What is it that allows us to be and bring our best, most
authentic and powerful selves—to be brave—when the
stakes feel high? How do we tap into our hidden genius
and become more than we ever envisioned for
ourselves?
 
In this interactive, inspiring, highly engaging, provocative,
fun and sometimes poignant keynote, Kimberly Davis
draws from years of working with leaders of all experience
levels and industries and the latest research in
psychology, sociology, business, and the arts, to demystify
what it takes to be step into your brave and make an
impact.
 
Based on her award-winning book, Brave Leadership:
Unleash Your Most Confident, Authentic, and Powerful
Self to Get the Results You Need, your audience will leave
feeling energized and inspired, equipped with tools to:
 
• Bring more ease, grace and confidence to high-stakes
  meetings, conversations and presentations
• Take consistent purposeful, constructive action 
• Tap into their best self for better results
 
Length of keynote: 60 minutes

What a wonderful experience we had having Kimberly Davis in person to

share Brave Leadership with our Sales Operations team.  It  was the best

speaking engagement I have ever seen. So dynamic and engaging! For

weeks after, team members have stopped by to say thank you for having

her speak or to share a story about the impact she left on them. Thank

you for a powerful impact on our team!

 –  Tawnya Lehtinen, Director, Store Operations, Global    

     Telecommunications Company based in Seattle

 

Brave Leadership Keynote

I hear you were a ROCK STAR at the North Texas Conference Clergy

Retreat last week. I received many text messages and my Facebook

timeline lit up with your pictures and teachings. 

– Aleze Fulbright, Dir. of Leadership Development, United Methodist 

   Church of Indiana

 

Her enthusiasm and high energy was contagious. She made everyone

feel good about themselves and made everyone feel that they could

succeed. 

– Peter Despres, General Manager, TGI Fridays

Q & A

Enriching Your Keynote Experience

Make your keynote experience even more powerful by
making time for these additive offerings:

Allow your audience to ask their most burning questions by
dedicating time at the end of Kimberly's keynote for a Q &
A. Between 10 - 15 minutes is recommended and a mic-
runner is suggested for audiences 50+. 

Kimberly Davis was instrumental in helping our district kick-off a new

year and a new culture under new leadership!  Kimberly’s words and

message were not only motivational and inspiring, but more importantly,

they were authentic and sincere.  As a result, our 1500 staff members

began this school year motivated with a clearer sense of purpose, grit,

and balance—looking forward to the difference they would make in every

student’s life from day one.  I do not believe we could have found a more

qualified and stimulating speaker to deliver a unified message that

“brought it home” for all of us. 

– Dana Salles Trevethan, Superintendent, Turlock Unified School District

Brave Leadership Book Signing

Purchase copies of Kimberly's award-winning book, Brave
Leadership: Unleash Your Most Confident, Authentic, and
Powerful Self to Get the Results You Need, she will be
happy to do a book signing and take pictures with your
audience at no additional charge.



1-Hour Super Objective Workshop

Give your attendees the gift of time to work with
Kimberly and one another on uncovering their purpose
in action, or what she calls their "Super Objective." This
transformative tool makes it possible for them to take
consistent, constructive, responsible action to make an
impact that is in alignment with their strengths, values
and beliefs for greater influence, engagement, and
better results.
(This session can  be done with the full group or as a
break-out follow-up to the keynote)

 

1- 6 -Hour Brave Leadership Workshop

Give the leaders in your audience an opportunity to dive
deeper into the leadership, authenticity and influence
conversation and exercise the tools that can transform
the way they show up in the workplace and ultimately
their results. This workshop can be tailored to your time-
frame and group size to include excavating their
purpose in action (or what Kimberly calls their "Super
Objective") and presenting to connect powerfully (best
for smaller groups up to 25). 

What is possible for you often lies way beyond your vision for yourself.
Kimberly Davis, Author
Brave Leadership




